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	In four years on Facebook, I gained 453 friends. In four months on Google+, I have
	10,141 followers. In the course of this book, you'll learn everything I know about G+
	and have a bunch of fun doing it!


	At first glance, Google+ (or Plus, the terms are interchangeable) seems awfully
	familiar. You can make Posts, like on Facebook's Wall. The Stream—a continuous
	page of posts from your friends—looks like Facebook's News Feed. That little +1
	button on Plus is much the same as Facebook's Like button (and perhaps where the
	name for Plus came from).


	Start your social media experience afresh, having the most fun you possibly can sitting at a computer or holding your smart phone.


	Whether restarting your social media participation from another network (doing it right and with a lot more control this time) or just jumping in for the first time, this book leads you triumphantly through Plus. Like Plus itself, the book is fun, exciting, and condenses everything you need for maximizing enjoyment in an easily readable format with tons of informative illustrations.


	Google Plus First Look shows you how to join Plus and the kind of initial setup that guarantees a successful and fun-filled experience. The second chapter shows you Circles, Google's innovative bit of genius that has taken social networking to a new level of control over our own interactions. We'll see (and I do mean see) how Hangouts (video conferencing) works, and master Streams (where posts go), and Sparks (that jumpstart us posting). Sharing photos and video is the easiest you've ever seen, and you will see it in Chapter 5. Nor do you have to leave Plus at home, in Chapter 6 we take our social networking with us on our smartphones. Photos and videos upload automatically, ready for sharing. Finally, we learn how to promote things the right way, the polite way on Plus. This book serves as an indispensible reference to all that and more.
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Data Visualization with JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2015

	
		You've got data to communicate. But what kind of visualization do you choose, how do you build it, and how do you ensure that it's up to the demands of the Web?

	
		In Data Visualization with JavaScript, you'll learn how to use JavaScript, HTML, and CSS to build the most practical visualizations for your...
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Designing Indoor Solar ProductsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Photovoltaic technology - or the direct conversion of light into electricity - is the fastest growing means of electricity generation today, however it is generally used outdoors. Relatively little attention has been focused on the many obstacles to overcome when designing efficient indoor products. As a result, indoor products are more often...
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SAP Security: SAP Security EssentialsEquity Press, 2005
I have found that a of the materials available in SAP security are either 1) nonexistent 2) too general and pedantic in nature 3) sales materials in disguise. And since there are a very limited number of published books in the area of SAP security, this title was a natural addition to our growing library of practical references for SAP consultants...
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Designing Next Generation Web Projects with CSS3Packt Publishing, 2013

	In Detail

	CSS3 unveils new possibilities for frontend web developers: things that would require JavaScript, such as animation and form validation, or even third party plugins, such as 3D transformations, are now accessible using this technology.

	

	"Designing Next Generation Web Projects with CSS3"...
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Six Sigma for EveryoneJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A user-friendly guide to the basics of Six Sigma
   
   From noted Six Sigma consultant and author George Eckes comes Six Sigma for Everyone, a practical guide that explains the underpinnings of the revolutionary quality assurance methodology. Appropriate for employees and top management alike, this book is the only one you need if...
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Domain-Driven Design: Tackling Complexity in the Heart of SoftwareAddison Wesley, 2003
The software development community widely acknowledges that domain modeling is central to software design. Through domain modeling, software developers are able to express rich functionality and translate that functionality into software implementation that truly serves the needs of its users. Despite its obvious importance,...
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